12 DAYS WILDLIFE, CHIMPANZEE, BIRDING ULTIMATE AND UNFORGETTABLE
EXPERIENCE IN UGANDA.
OERVIEW OF THE SAFARI;
Uganda is rich in a number of beautiful wild animals, and birds. This trip will reward you with
amazing wildlife and will engage all your senses combined with the ultimate gorilla tracking
which will be the highlight activity for the safari to these different parks in Uganda,
You will enjoy the most rewarding, fascinating, and perfect views as you will be able to see the
nature and all that Uganda has to offer.
You enjoy this safari.
You will have game drives that wil engage you in wildlife viewing such as lions, leopards,
elephants, bufallos, and many others, in otherwords, you will be able to encounter the big five
mammals.
Also, the boat cuises which will be done along the beautiful waters of uganda lile river nile, in
murchison falls, kazinga channel in queen elizabeth national park, and lake mburo national
park, will allow you to see the amazing hippos, corcodiles, water birds, and elephants + bufalloes
as the drink waters on the banks of the water bodies.
DAY ONE:
PICK UP AND TRANSFER FROM KAMPALA TO MURCHISON FALLS NATIONAL
PARK.
You will be picked up by our driver guide smart and in our uniform who will welcome you, and brief
you about this amazing and fascinating safari in Uganda.
You will start the journey and drive through kampala, one of africa’s 24/7 busy cities.
You drive then to Murchison falls national park as you will drive along kampala-gulu highway, as
you drive a near the most fascinating, rewarding and beautiful nature of Uganda,
You will have your stopover at ZIWA RHINO SANCTUARY for the amazing view of rhinos and
this is one of the Big five mammals.
Thereafter, you will proceed to Kabalega dinners for your lunch, and the after lunch, you will proceed
to Murchison falls national park.
You will enter the park through kicumbanyobo gate, check in from the park entrance and as you enter
the park, you will be welcomed by the sturbon baboons, singing birds, and the beautiful scent of
nature.
You reach the hotel, check in and then drive to the top of the falls, where you will view the falls, that
is one of world’s powerful where over 300 cubic meters volume of water forces itself into a narrow
rock.
You will have your dinner and overnight as you wait for the next day.
DAY TWO:
MORNING GAME DRIVE AND AFTWRNOON BOAT CRUISE
You will be welcomed to a new day with a beautiful and delicious African made breakfast, and then
you start a new day by driving into the jungle.
You will go in for a morning game drive where you will be able to meet and encounter the wild
residents including the lions, leopards, elephants, bufalloes and many others.
You will then return to the lodge for your lunch and there after, you will go in for an afternoon boat
cruise along the river nile, that takes approximately 3 hours. Within the boat cruise, you will be able to
meet a number of animals like the hippos, crocodiles, and water birds like kingfishers, among others.
You will also be able to see more other animals that come to drink waters on the river nile.
You will then return to the hotel and relax, have your dinner and overnight.
DAY THREE:

TRANSFER TO KIBALE NATIONAL PARK.
You will on this day wake up in the morning, have your breakfast and drive to kibale forest national
park, the primate capital of the world where you will meet the ultimate primates, i mean chimpanzees,
(human closest cousins) with your lunch enroute.
You will have your dinner and overnight at one of the hotels and you wait for the next day.
DAY FOUR:
CHIMPANZEE TRACKING EXPERIENCE
You will be welcomed to another day with a beautiful breakfast, and go in to chimpanzee tracking
briefing point with your packed lunch.
You will start your chimpanzee tracking activity in the morning where you will meet these primates
in their habitants spend good moments with them, standing an eye to eye with them and take
memorable and remarksble photos.
You will then drive to your hotel, relax abit and as you enjoy the most rewarding, fascinating, and
perfect views of this beautiful park of Uganda.
You will have your dinner and overnight at Kalya courts.
DAY FIVE:
BIRDING AND NATURE WALKS IN KIBALE NATIONAL PARK.
You will have you morning breakfast and drive to bigodi swamps for birds,
You will be able to see a number of birds including the kingfishers, the great blue turacco, the
tinkerbirds among others.
You will drive to the hotel for your lunch and thereafter you will you will have an evening nature
walk where you will be able to visit a number of places in kibale national park, cultural site among
others as well as the local community.
DAY SIX:
TRANSFER TO QUEEN ELIZABETH NATIONAL PARK
You will have your morning breakfast and then transfer to queen Elizabeth national park, one of
uganda’s most visited destination.
In this park, you will be able to see a number of wild animals and birds.
You will drive through mpondwe- kasese road as you enjoy the great view of the flat savanna
grasslands, and you check in from the hotel in the evening.
You will have dinner and overnight at the hotel.
DAY SEVEN:
MORNING GAME DRIVE AND AFTERNOON BOAT CRUISE:
You will wake up in the morning, have your breakfast and go for a morning game drive where you
will be able to meet and encounter wild animals like elephants, leopards, bufallos, lions among many
others.
This game drive will take you approximately 3-5 hours.
Thereafter, you will drive back to your lodge for your lunch, and then go in for a boat cruise that is
done along kazinga channel that connects lakes Edward and George.
As you have your boat cruise, you will be able to see a number of animals like the hippos, crocodiles,
water birds and mant others.
You will then drive to the lodge for your evening relaxation, have your dinner and overnight as you
wait for the next day’s activities.
DAY EIGHT;
DRIVE TO ISHAHA FOR TREE CLIMBING LIONS;
You will have your morning breakfast, and then go in for a morning game drive to see wild animals
again, where after, you will return to the lodge for lunch and thereafter drive to ishaha for your dinner
and overnight.
DAY NINE:

SEEING THE TREE CLIMBING LIONS AND TRANSFER TO BWINDI NATIONAL
PARK:
You will have your morning game drive within Ishasha, to look for tree climbing lions and there after
drive to Bwindi impenetrable forest national park with your lunch enroute.
You will drive along the most beautiful and snake like roads in south western Uganda that will
connect you to bwindi national park, the gorilla home.
You will check in from your hotel, have your dinner and overnight.
DAY TEN:
GORILLA TRACKING IN BWINDI NATIONAL PARK.
You will wake up in the morning, have your breakfast and drive to the gorilla tracking briefing point
along with your packed lunch,
You will be briefed about this ultimate gorilla tracking, then walk in the forest along with the rangers
who will be guiding and escorting you as you meet face to face , these primates.
You will after tracking these gorillas drive to the hotel for relaxation, as you view the beautiful park
of Uganda., in south western parts.
You will have your dinner and over night as you wait for the next day.
DAY ELVEN:
TRANSFER TO KAMPALA:
You will be welcome to new day with your beautiful morning breakfast, thereafter drive back to
kampala, with stopovers at different points.
You will drive through ntungamo mbarara road, have your lunch at igongo cultural center, and then
proceed to kampala with a stopover at kayabwe (equator point) that lies in the middle park between the
north and south hemisphere.
You will then continue to kampala and then check in from the hotel for you overnight.
DAY TWELVE:
DRIVE TO MABAMBA BAY FOR SHOEBILL:
You will on this day have your early morning breakfast and then drive to Entebbe where you will
have your boat that will transfer you to mabamba bay where you will be able to meet a big number of
shoebill, and many other birds like crakes, kingfishers, herons among many other birds.
END OF THE TOUR.

